Magnificent eight: Master class Evgenia Artemieva in crafts
from felt by March 8
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Dear blogmamama, girlfriends on needlework! ? We are pleased to present you the first master
class of the promotion of the magnificent eight, with the help of which in the next month we will
prepare together for the spring and the International Women's Day. This MK prepared for us Evgeny
Artemyeva a wonderful mother-blogger and talented needlewoman.
We are also pleased to declare that the promotion of the Great Eight will start the beginning of the
new heading on Mom's blogs, it will be called the same as the nomination in the New Year's action,
namely the manuality. You give many beautiful creative posts in the community, which will inspire all
of us on beautiful creativity for children and with them. ? And now we convey the word wife. Brooch
of felt do it yourself: master class
Walking via the Internet, I saw a photo of a beautiful brooches from felt without a description of the
manufacturer. I liked the decoration, and I decided to make it easily.
You can make this brooch from the felt of any color and thickness, just an hour. The decoration is
perfect for a drape coat and as a decor to a bag.
I give basic standards in the manufacture of the product, and if you add your creative mood, you
can upgrade the decoration. Such a brooch will become an excellent souvenir by March 8 for the
ladies of any age from the very young coquette to the grandmother.
Materials:
felt,
rhinestones
cardboard,
Glue moment Universal (transparent),
Glue for rhinestones
Gold paint or spray with gold,
scissors,
Press.
From the cardboard, we cut three forms: Circle F10 (for petals), Circle F3 (for core) and leafi (Fig.
Dimensions of decoration can be selected by itself.

We take felt. In my case, I took a red and green felt with a thickness of 1 mm and a green felt for a
thickness of 3 mm thick. We impose templates on the fabric, supply and cut out. Circle F10 - 4 pcs.,
Circle F3 - 2 pcs., Leaflets - 2 pcs. (Figure 2).
The photo shows that small circles a few pieces of different colors are in order to pick up the core.
We take the blanks from a red felt and put petals in the amount of 4 pieces. In order for the leaves
not to open, I adopted the glue inside each petal and laid them under the press (Fig. 3-6).

We take the Red Circle F3 (rear base), we apply glue on it and stick folded petals (Figure 7 and Fig.
9). On top glue leaflers (Figure 8 and 10). In fact, in the process of manufacture, I realized that you
can simplify it a little. Initially, on the rear base, glue leaves, put under the press, and only then stick
the petals and put the entire workpiece under the press for 20-30 minutes.

We have almost turned out to be brooch (Fig. 11). We take spray and cover with gold decoration.
Let me give a little time to dry, then glue rhinestones (Fig. 12).

And our decoration is ready! At the final stage, we decide what decoration it will be. If the
suspension is on the bag, then sew (glue) flashes, if the brooch is sewn (glue) the baroque for
brooches, or sew the decoration from felt on any item of the wardrobe with which it is combined. I
decided that my decoration would become brooch, and attached it to the drape coat (the last rice is
ready-made decoration).

I wish you creative success!
Author: Evgenia Artemieva
See also: Crochet Flowers, Sweet Gift, Tags in Patchwork Technique and Forest Fairy Paper.

